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TOP SECRET TIcaK/1-20

INTERROGATION OF SONDERFUEHRER DR. FRICKE OF QKW/CHI

(FORMERLY OF OKH/CHI).

The reports atta'Ohed are of the first and second detailed intercogations

of Sonderfeuhrer Dr. FRICKE at the OKM Signals School, FLENSBURG-" on 16th and

17th June ffik%

Annexed to this report is the translation of seven pages of typescript

.

offered to the interrogators by Dr. FRICKE, being part of sorae sets of

questions submitted to Chef WKV by unknown persons (presumably an Allied

authority). These particular questions were passed on to FRICKE by WNv for

preparation of answers. Question 5 of the second list and its answer are

not FRICKE 1 s.

The initial interrogation of Dr. FRICKE, together with Oberst KETTLER

and Reg. Rat. Dr. HUETTENHAIN, all of 0K7//Chi, and Obit. SCHUBERT of OKH,

were carried out in the SCHLOSS GLUCKSBURG on 15th June, 1945. A report on

this interrogation is being issued separately.
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interrogation of Sondorfuohror M. Fricice, hold at the Signal School,

PlcnslDiir£4

Wr.t Interrogation. Ifi Juno «tfc P.M. Present: Kajor DM.«
cSotTHoyffo, IC; Lt. Eirby, SSS

made at tho Mt Wilson observatories by ,,ilson and nub ale o

of spiral MWM. Later he studiea cosmologic£ "JS velocities
mine in England. He published studios cm ***£S?^j$ ho took
of spiral nebulae in the Oonaan atrophy sioal Journal. in i^.

his dootorato at the GBttingon observatory on the ayna^io, of soeil.i

rfe had obt-ina? a scholarship at Bdinburgh University wtaeh ho« BO ru-vo

b gut on ^c£ocr 1 939- Ho had got this scholarstep

offices of Dr. MaoVittie. On 1 May 1940 ho jront

before he Has drafted, and which were related to *• «^jf
air and ship navigation, and aerodynamic problems for airplane s^. over

1500 to per hr, as well as for rockets with speeds upwards of 3000 km per to.

These ve?r^ei; Jthenatical problems involving the solution of diff ere, ::£
equations which were farmed out to astronomical and jnatheinatical institutional

2 At OKF/Ohi he studied G-erman cipher methods and devised now ones.

These were military systems only. It was known that the single step

double box system TS 42 was breakable; they set out to solve one douole stop

system W 42 ((double playfair )) and after a year's work found a solution,

The head of his section at GKK/Chi at this time \ l.s L>r.
PiBTSCrl, who had about eijht mathematicians under hid. Fricke remained t^ere
until 1 November 1944, at which time OIK was forbidden tc devise new systejas,

to0^0hi
1On ***** restricted to OKS/Ghi. His section was therefore transferred

4. Returning to the subject of his work at 0I£i, Fricke stated thet he I

'

was much bettor informed or- this subject S 1941 t- sv OritiolM
indicators and these were oliniinateaL T— dad not devale -

'

- «
•""

them, but sa, that it could be done^
*5fl»tt«i •



3
*, In he developed the SoyteattfifSk or^nC

i
pherinL^^ S

^ail^^
field codes. Before that the^ad been used without encapnermeno. D^il*

6. Then he developed the R^sterschluessel. A study was made of the^English I

ciuher ra«t«r (
(Cyscuare) ) , ^nd if, was found to be very gooa. he aoesn t

^^S^t^^r'ir^ but thinks not. .^^fZo^tl^
if the C-efmans used it m exactly the same form it would be broken because

their messages were longer.

He said he would like to know

whether any rasters were ever solved, because although he was convinced that if

properly used it was unbreakable, they never knew whether mistakes were caa

which rendered it soluble. We replied that it would be impossible for us to

give him an answer. He said they always .had wanted to work on their own tr- _L'fa a

.just as - rule. aC on foreign material,, but were never given the opportunity

.

Ii yj never knew hew the Army actually used the systems "which" they put cut and

they never saw any real traffic. ".Then they asked for real "traffic, they were
giveh specially prepared messages, one of which read; "We are standing in Berlin
and see the Polish infantry coming down the Frankfurter Allee" . They Often
reflected that the work on Russian systems showed that those systems were secure
if properly used, but if the cryptographers in Moscow could only see how they
wers used they would be very unhappy.

7. Whenever the Army was asked to change a system, there was a storm of
protest. It was not they but the HNV (Heeresnachrichtenverbindung) staff
which made the decision on methods to be used. The results depended on wnether
the officer at HNV at the time happened to know anything about cryptography.
He usually did not. In 1$L£ all hand systems w-.re solvable. -,Yhen~the BKV s
told this, the reply was "that CTermahy had' wen all her battles so far, usin,
these systems, and "there was no need to overload the troops with new methods.

8. Dr. Fricke then proposed to speak on" recent improvements in the eni<an .

machine
j

(a) Stecker Uhr. This was a small device to change the plugging.
It gave 40 variations. They knew that the strength of the machinelay m the stecker and therefore wished to divide the traffic load

IrSvlwfl ^ >+0, Th"' **e us -d 0l4y by the Luftwaffe, which hadonly 1000 or so machines for higher echelons.



i- i <i-m«^ 4*, ^ 0 ^oflired These were caXLea Lucneniuj..i.erwaAA«.

S in Berlin -o,
ltdS-tZ

c. They saw that the Americans had ir^roved the Hagelin by introducing

This machine was used only, "by the

Reichswetterdienst, which had a IC-digit gaphine. As messages in depth are still

soluble, they recently sought a neans of changing the alphabet on the printing

wheel

.

10. The chief teleprinter cipher machines were the Siemens SFM T52c, d arid e,

They kriev. ..-dels a and b/as well as c, could be broken, and this is why fr oy

undertook to improve the raachines. All of these machines performed first a

substitution, then a transposition, of the teleprinter-code letters. There were

ten wheels with fixed patterns. These activ?.ted five relays which performed the

substitution, and five others which performed the transposition, but ;hese 'ere

not directly connected. The relations between theu- were varied by uiesoaB o£ plugs.

notes that there are in fact only four p •./.••
.... r.-.^z which j not , ai / 1 o + V ,



11. The Ansy always said that no teleprinter machine could be solvtxu Jfom

OKW/CRT proved that the 52c could he solved on 10,000 letters of text £ttis

was done by Huttenhain and he could give the details), the Army saic V ' e
^-

L '

nobody taps our cables. This was probably false too, as they had reports ol

the Swedes reading t/p traffic, on the :52d used by their military attache

in Stockholm, When these reports Came in they were astounaed because f-W
could not break it themselves and doubted that anyone else could. They asKea

themselves whether the'Swedes would really attempt to tap suchdi.i icult

traffic, and if they did, how they could possibly have broken _ it. However

they knew that all of their 52c and 52d keys had been capturea in August/

September 1944, and wondered if the Swedes had somehow got nold oi these

keys

.

q

12. He went on to speak about the plugging. .

13. Another type of t/p machine they had observed in an American prototype. \

14. The Auswartiges Amt used the T52 series of teleprinter cipher machines*

The Luftwaffe had intended to drop the T52c on 1 May 1°45-

15. He never saw the American machine referred to above. The HeeresWaffenamt

told them that we had once used this machine and then dropped it and they -

wondered why, inasmuch as we used the H&gelin, a simpler and well-known maohino.

In response to a question as to how the HWA knew about this machine, he said

he did not know, but thought perhaps it was used commercially, as the Reichspo.~t

was said to have known about it too.

16. He then spoke about the PS Zus&tze 40 and 42. These had recently been used
only by the amy. They performed a substitution only, and were used only on W/T

machines were made by Lcrenz in Berlin. They had intended to improve the S*7 42and m fact had under construction a 42c. He did not make the plans for this-.
It was cone by Dr LIEBENECHT, the expert on teleprinter cipher machines at

7l

Heereswaffenamt, The machine would have had much improved synchronize
i ®Aoeottflajhed by means of quartz clocks, and many cryptographic chanres.referrea us to Huttenhain for these, as the l. ttr had eh,We cf it.'

lie



,1 ^ „ * motion Dr. Prick© said he hoped he w uld be
17. *t the close ox ^^^^S ^re he could one more mm* ^
allowed to return to Hamburg oi.!=er-/..^

useful work. He has a job open to bin there.

- • 4.- 17 -nmP 19k«5 P i<
Cberlt Schubert v/.as in the roon but

Second interrogation . 1/ Juno l^j, r.*...

took no pert in the discussion.

Present: - Ifcjor Morgan I.e., Kajor MM A.U.S., Cr.pt. Royfie i.C

Lieut. Kirby A. U.S.

18. The question v,as raised of the place of toeJ^f^^J% tht
>rehn3aoht organisation. Dr. Pricke statea l* "a^^X -'o«l«^t
Oberbefehl des Ersatzheeres (reserve Hq)) which

of equipment for all arms ana services. KA p^ ? ^.;°f
a ^ htad Qf the

about the other BSTA departments.

19 He was asked the whereabouts of Dr. LIKBKNECHT of B», end r^i^ tW «

•St heard of hi:, at Planken near Kagdeburg, where the Versucnsanstalt aes

Heereswaffenamts had been moved from Berlin.

20 iskod
N
about the ain Eeioh Security office, which had been' mentioned

oUftmta connection with cipher security ((possibly a misapprehension-j),

Iricke kneirnothin£ about it. He referred to the RSHA generally, however, and

seid it had the sane systems as the Army, at least the T52 machines and the

eSLZ He knew OberinLektor ilenzer, who had a development ard -security group

Sk^ile^rout who worked independently of him. Menzer made ^st^s for

the RSHA, theReichsbonk, the Postoffice, one other governmental agencies.

Henzer had been in 0E//chi long before Pricke came ana a* ™e ^.e toS^
developed methods for the aray. They worked in the same building .

tenzer na

recently been working on the development of two cipher devices, wmch he

proceeded to describe.

The first was called Schlusj^elkast en

.

typewriter firm aT"CEemnitz.

It was under construction by the

device weighed 800 grar.iS,

This

22. The second device v/as similar but only the size of a can of shoe-polish.

The three v/heels were mounted on the same axis, in the 83510 plane as the box
cover.

This device v/as c-.lled Schlusselscheito. The development
of the two was not ended at the close of the war. If they had proved secure,
the army had intended to use them in place of its hand systems.

23. ((Previous inf ormation indicated, besides Prick e '-ad M-enzer'e subsection
of 0::7/0hi Gruppe II, a subsection Ha dealing with cipher security. Pricke w
asked about this section)). Section Ila was sot fOTEied until the reor^-mis' t
cf 1 November 1944. Its head, a Captain of Panzer troous whose name Pricke h



-7-

fo^otten, did not arrive until January or February 1345. He had no tapM »

of cryptography, and had only a small staff fro... the Luftwaffe. The section

?.ccomplishod nothing.

24. He was asked whether his section had develops a mathematical general or

special theory of cipher nmhSm cycles. He said that it bad not. One must

have mathematical training for cryptography, but the i^.thuaatxcal tools

employea arc elementary, for example theory of probability (£)).

Site they had. computed the period of SG 41, he saia no He onl, .ork.a on

the machine slightly, enough to see that the conversion oi key into its

comrlem,nt * s needed. Others worked on other security features of it. In

fact, his section did not develop the machine; ilenzer aid most of it.

25. He saia he had some things to add to the previous day's statements He

ha* neglected to mention weather systems. There was the Barbaraschlussel a

a terrible system used not for synoptics, but for reporting weather constats

such as wind velocity at various heights: 100, 200, ... 10,000 meters for

the information of anti-aircraft and artillery. It employed an aduitive with

is manv as 100 messages in depth.
,
Chof HEY hnd amrrn fi il-mtu ilb m -iiy uo

So^Lat cr in nr-ptt, Chef HNV had ordered it into use in 1939 and OKW/Chx

nlvTrhe^rd of it until 1944. In a day or two "I saw that it was clear text .

He added that an enemy might think these messages unimportant, but xn fact

they were extremely valuable and could even be used by enemy bombers for

calculating the trajectory of their bombs. A new system had therefore been

devised, and instructions printed, but it had not gone into effect. He was

required to use an additive table of the same size, to save paper, so he made

an ^eight-position grille, of which several were/to be used on the adciitxve

tableiduring the month.

26. The synoptic systems used by the Reichswetterdienst were also poor. It

was therefore intended to introduce the SG 41, on which cribs would oe^of no

use. First they planned to use the machine in letter form, but later they

decided to have a digit model.

27. With regard to the instructions for making up emergency enigma keys which

he had given us, he wished to say that these wore issued recently when lack of

transportation made it impossible to distribute new keys.

28. With regard to the tapping of their 52d lines, he added that inere had hem
only a few evidences of this. Host came from Oherpostrat HALDER in the office

of the mil. att. Stockholm, whose latest report thereof was received in September

1944. In consequence they put their newest and most secure machines, the T5?e

and T43 onto this line. This same HALDER, however did a very foolish thing
himself which OKW/Chi was at a loss to understand: he asked Oslo to- send hi;..

T52 keys in clear.

29. With regard to SZ 40 and 42, he said he had asked that they be used only
on Linieverkehr and not Netzverkehr, because two messages in depth could be read.

30. We then asked him to tell what he knew of German ciphony. He said no tru«
enciphermont systems were actually in use. Liethods used were breakable, and
amounted only to Erschwerungsgerat ((lit. 'device for making difficulty

' , ) . .

f-act he knew only of ordinary inverters (scramblers) . However it was inters
to build other types. They were developed by Prof. VTERLLKG, last known to be
at Fauerstein, Franken. He worked with Dr LIEBKNECHT of the Heereswaffenamt.
They had developed two types, which he knows -bout only from conversations with
LIEBKNECHT.

31. The first was called 'Baustein'. It too was only >.n Erschw< rungsgorat.
It employed two principles; first a Gerauschbeimischung, described as a super-
imposition of other frequencies on the natural frequencies of the voice str< m,
and second an inverter. OKW/chi was .not directly concerned with thes^ nor
offici-.lly told about them. Various people worked on them independently.
For example, Siemens worked independently of Vi^rling and Liebknecht. d -usteinwas in fact ready recently. He forgets whether the actual production was tohave been by Vierling or by Siemens.

ifcut^? p

S
?^°nlt;

aCh
i
ne/ :;S Cfaied '^nstliche Sprache' ((artificial speech))." 5*J5?

fr^uencv band vertically into segments and enciphered them

4 £T £ T»*
nannC'r anal°£°us to the encipherment of t/p letters l» theSZ 40. He could give no details of the encipherment.

*
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»£= rraart: rssssa^jrt-s-iiss °f

34. Asked ^bout the f^nhimg^. ho said he knew none of those people

until scire of the. c^:e to Schloss Glucksburg. They haa n baa name at

OKIff/Chi. Nothing was expected from then. He thought they were a big name

with nothing behind it. Mien told that they employed 2,500 people he said,

"For their deciphering they should have needed a handful. They must have

had other work to do, but what the devil could they have been doing with

lA,iW people1

/
11

35. He said that Huttenhains' people had worked on the T52 solutions.

He thought that he and Huttenhain' given sufficient time, and preferably

with a captured machine to refer to, could work out the solution for us.



ENCLOSURE TO TICOJ-/I - 20

TRANSLATION OF FIRST LIST OF ANSWERS ,

(actual questionnaire not available) •

Nachrichtenstelle Chef Wt packer 18/5/45

Ref

.

Codes and Cyphers.

In connection with telephone call by

2/Lt. ESCH of 18/5/45 .

To: Chief of Defence Force Signals Communications (MV)

In answer to question 1 )

The Dept. responsible for Codes and Cyphers is:

a) For the Army: Within the sphere of Chief of Defence Force

Signals Communications (V/KV)

b) For the Navy: Within the sphere of Supreme Command of the

Navy •

c) For the Air Force: Within the sphere of the C. in C. of the

Air Force Southern Sector.

In answer to question 2)

Cyphers for the Arnjy are prepared in approx. 25 printing works

in the Central Germany area. They are printed there and are

distributed by the Army High Command,

No information can be given as regards cypher preparation and

distribution for the Navy and the Air Force.

|&noanswer to question 3)

The senior officer is:

a) For the Amy: Lt.Col. L2ETTIG at present at General Eisenhower's

G.H.Q.

b) For the Navy: Kapitaen ^ur See LUCAN Naval supreme Command.

o) For the Air Force: Lt. Col. SCHULZE. - C. in C. of the Air Force

Southern Sector.

In answer to question 4)

There are no longer any documents available for the ARmy;

orders were issued to destroy them. Nothing is known here on the

whereabouts of Naval or Air files.

In answer to question 5)

There is no longer available code or cypher information with

Army authorities in the Northern +Sector, as they were destroyed in

accordance with orders. No more material is being prepared.

Three trucks of cypher material left HALLE/S^lLE in the middle
of April to go to the Southern Sector; present whereabouts unknown.

Equipment was administored and distributed for the Army sphEre

by Army High Command/signals Dept. j}A.rtsgruppe Nachrichtten) . Orders
for such equipment were also issued by this authority. Nothing can
be said from here, therefore, as to v/hether equipment is lying in

stock anywhere.
Nothing can be said on the above- points concerning Air Force or

Navy.

In answer to question 6)

As far as we know here, there are no dumps for cypher material
for the Army. It is possible that there are still stocks left at the
printers of cypher material which h s not yet been used.

We know nothing about possible Naval or Air djimps.



TRANSLATION 0? SECOND ^UE^TICNMRK.
(Questions 3,4 and 5 and answers only available;

Germany and the occupied territories and including exhaustive

details on their handling.

Answer Information can be given on the foiling cypher ProeesseS

(hand and machine cyphers), used by German military and civil

authorities in Germany and occupied terrxtones.

I. Hand Cyphers

a) Three letter codes with daily changing recypher by key

tables. Three letter codes are books of limited scope,

compiled by units themselves within the sphere of the

Army and, in thfc Navy and Air Force, are issued by the

Supreme Commands of these parts of the Defence Force.

Recyphering tables were all delivered by the Supreme

Commands

.

b) Raster cypher kU - Daily changing raster stencils, column

and rod keys and conversion tables for encoding the keys.

Used by .army, Air Force, Public Authorities; in the Navy

only in lateral traffic. In the Army it was .also used as .

a met, key.

c) Raster Replacement cypher and emergency cypher for it.

-Both are special double transpo. cyphers with squares

blacked out in the columns of the first cages. Used by

Army, Air Force and Public Authorities.

d) Barbara Code - Figure cards for encoding artillery met.

reports for Army and Anti-aircraft artillery, principle of

the encoding: Figures of the Barbara tables are added to

the figures of the "clear" weather reports.

e) Weather substitution tables - Figure cypher for encypherinr

met. reports in the Reich Weather Service, Principle of th

encyphering: Figures of the clear met. reports are

substituted by figures on the met. substitution tables.

f ) It is known that other hand keys were in use in the Navy
and in the diplomatic service, but details are not known.

II. machine Cyphers

a) Stecker-Bnigma with 3-wheels - Used by Army, air Force,
Public Authorities. Daily changing key: order of whse

,

tyre setting, stecker connections. Choice of 3 wheels fro*
a set of 5. To some extent steckered auxiliary wheels are
being made.
Changing setting and key from message to message.

b) Stecker-Eni^ma with W wheels - Used by Navy, Daily
changing keys as under (a). Choice of k v/heels from a set
of 8. Variable setting and key from message to message.

c
) Commercial Enigma - ..lachine with 4 wheels, no steckers.

Used by Public Authorities.

d
) Cypher Machine UA - Hagelin ...achine with irregularly

driven v/heels. Used in Reich ileteorolo. ical Service''
as a figure oachine. Not used as a letter machine.

111 Teleprinter Machines

a) Type 52 c, d, e. - Cypher principle. Substitution and
transposition of the impulses cf the international T/p
alphabet. The changes in the impulses are guided by 10



^

\

wheels with fixed lugs. The drive in type 52c is regular

but with types 52d and e it is irregular. Daily changing

keys. Type 52c used in line working, Types 52d and e in

W/T and line working. Used by Amy, Navy, Air Force -no.

Public Authorities.

b) Machines 40 and 42. Principle Substitution of the impulses

of the international T/P alphabet directed by 12 wheels with

variable lugs. Drive partly regular, partly irregular.

Daily changing lugs as keys. Used in line and W/T working,

i Used by Army and Public authorities.

c) Teleprinter T 43. Principle: The symbols of the clear

tble^rint are encyphered by means of individual perforation

strips. Used by Army, Navy, and Air Force. Detailed

descriptions of the processes and their use are given m
the instructions for working. There are no instructions

available here.

Question 4) A resume of all call-sign and cover-name systems used by

Germany and/or her Allies in W/T and PA, both in Civil and

military traffic of Germany and the other Allied countries.

Answer I. Call-sign Systems

a) Haphazard choice of call-signs.

Used by Army and Air Force forward of Division. TheSigs

Officer responsible at Division chooses call-signs

indep endently

.

b) Call-sign Encyphering .

Used by Army and Air Force rearwards of Division. Fixed

basic oall-signs are issued for lengthy periods in

accordance with the Array Call-sign ffook. Call-signs are

changed by encyphering the basic call-sign with the

call-sign key.

The call-sign key itself is a substitution table for

figures and letters.
The Enigma machine key serves as an emergency key for
encyphering call-signs, whereby the fixed basic call-signs
are encyphered.

c) The Naval call-sign systems and those of Public Authorities
are not known here.

II. Cover-names and Camouflage devices.

Different pover-names and camouflage tables were issued
by the 3 Services which at times were valid for considerable
periods. These were not based on definite systems.
In the Army, telephone traffic was camouflaged in accordance
v/ith the Army Aanual No. 427 entitled, "Protection of
Signals Communications"

.

Nothing is known here of the use in the Navy and ^ir Force
of cover-names and camouflage devices.

Question 5 ) Locations of all 17/p, R/T and V/r stations used for enemy
signals purposes together with details of thtir organisation

Answer W/T and R/t traffic were included in:

I. The 7tehrr.-cht Sigint stations at

a) LAUF
b) TREUENBRIETZEN



II. The fixed Army Sigint stations:-

1. (H0SOM)

2. (moensot)
3. (EUSKIRCHEW)

k. (stuttgart/c^instadt)

5. (GRAZ)

6. (TAIiN) ? TALLIN

7. (SfeRIBGAU)

8. (KOEKIGSBERG-/PR.)

As regards operating M& .allocation of tasks, the Sigint

stations were subordinate to;-

I. Cryptographic office of the Chief of ^ehmacht Signals

Communications at OKW?

II. Read Sigint office with Chief of Army Signals matters

at OKH.

The results were exploited at:-

I. 0K7//Chi,

II. Chief of Army Signals Matters, Head Sigint Office.

Final r- suits were reported to;-

I. 00. Ops. Staff.

II. General Staff of the Army, foreign armies ".Vest or gas

III. There was one D/F station with each of the ".Vohruacht

or Fixed Sigint stp^tions.


